LBJ Orders Power Failure Investigation
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Today’s Weather
san Jose: 1,’ariable high clouds
today. Low temperature
be 45-50. High temperature;
65-70. Northssest %%Inds 5-15
mph in the atternoon.
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Music Auditions
Brent lielsinger, SJS assistant
has requestprofessor of
ed male students interested
in auditioning for the Men’s
Glee Club to check the Musk:
Department office, Music108,
for audition times.
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Faculty Hits Proposal

State Asks Income Probe

Photo by James Brescoll
GIVING HIS LIFE’S BLOOD
AFROTC Staff
Sergeant Ernesto Ortega, chairman of the SJS
-1965 Blood Drive, is the first to donate blood.

The D7ive, lasting until 4 p.m. today, is accepting
donations at the Catholic Women’s Center, Fifth
and E. San Fernando Streets.

Annual Campus Blood Drive
To Begin in Catholic Center
SJS’ annual Blood Drive begins
today from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the
Catholic Women’s Center, Fifth
and E. San Fernando Streets.
The Campus Red Crass drive
is sponsored by the SJS Air Force
ROTC, Sigma Kappa and the Community Sender Board.
Students donating blood must
be at least 18 years old and must
weigh at least 110 pounds.
.
All blood donated will be credited to the SJS Blood Credit
Group and may be draw upon
when needed by any SJS student
or member of his immediate family, according to AFROTC Staff
Sergeant Ernesto Ortega, chairman of the drive.
"Members of the SJS group are
spared the high costs charged for
blood in many areas by using the
reserves in the SJS bank when
they are needed," Ortega said. "We
need student cooperation to make
this service possible."
The Red Cross advises all students wishing to donate blood to
eat "no fatty foods for four hours
prior to donating blood." The fat
remains in the blood for at least
three hours after it ha.s been eaten,
and many ill people are sensitive
to fat.

The process of giving blood is
generally painless, the Red Cross
states, and students should feel
normal after having donated.
Four awards will be offered for
campus groups showing outstanding participation as blood donors.
Awards will be given to one fraternal group, one non-fraternal

group, one sorority and to one student living center.
Groups are asked to submit lists
of members who have donated
blood and the total number of
persons in the group to Ortega at
the AFROTC Headquarters, Building R, south of Spartan Bookstore,
before Monday.

Campus TV To Air
Viet Lecture Series
Robert Scheer, foreign editor of
Ramparts magazine, will present
a "Contemporary History of Viet
Nam" over live campus TV today
at 2:30 p.m.
The lecture and discussion period
will be held in CH226 where the
Instructional TV cameras will
broadcast the speech to open classrooms in ED434 and 435 as well
as three other closed classes.
TV coverage was arranged to
accommodate an overflow crowd.

seheer’s second
The peech
in
three part senes sponsored
by the SJS Democratic Club. The
final speech will be given on
November 17.
Scheer is the author of "How
the U.S. Got Involved in Viet
Nam" and co-author of "Cuba: A
Tragedy of Our Hemisphere."
According to Paul O’Farrell,
Democratic Club President, Scheer
will discuss specific policy actions
by the U.S. government in Viet
Nam from 1954-1964.

’Hillbilly Hoedown’

Two Bands To Play at Co-Rec
With almost a thousand people
participating in dancing and sports
each Wednesday night, the CoRee Committee has seheduled two
bands for tonight’s "hillbilly hoedown" from 7:30 to 9:30 in the
Women’s Gym.
The "Soul Survivers," local fiveman mck and roll band, will play
for the dance. The "Ally Cat"
band, an SJS group performing on
home-made instruments, will play
for the dance break at 8:30.
SJS student Bill Graner plays
the lead guitar for the ,"Soul Survivers." Other members of the
band are Parris Bedolucci, sax
and harmonica, Lou Vandi, drums,

Xavier Pacheco, organ, tambourine
I and vocal, and Cal Roper, ba.ss
guitar.
Badminton, volleyball, table tennis, swimming, and quiet games
will also be available in the gym.
Co-Ree Commitiee has asked
those attending the hoedown to
vvear "grubhies," according to Orv
Hibbard, publicity chairnum.
Hibbard reported that "We had
over a thousand each Wednesday
night for the first three weeks
this semester." He said the lowest
attendance was last Wednesday
night. when 637 turned out.
"The rale," Hibbard said, "is
about two boys to one girl."
Tu assure bands and activities

for the Wednesday night crowds,
Co-Rec has special sub-committees
which hear the volunteer bands,
phut the special events, and decorate the gym.
The committee is divided into
two separate gr011ps under chairman Tom Horn and Miss Theresa
Encisso. F:ach group is responsible
for C’o-Rec every second Wednesday night.
Miss Mae Stadler, assistant professor of recreation, teaches the
Co-Recreation Committee, which ’
forms a class meeting every
Tuesday and Thursday et 11:30
a.m. and Wednesday night from
7 to 10 p.m.

By DAVE PROVAN
Spartan Rally Staff Writer
The California State Legislature, concerned by reports of
"moonlighting" by college and university faculty members, has hired
Systems Development Corporation,
professional data processing corporation of Santa Monica, to conduct a survey of supplementary
faculty incomes.
The survey, conducted under direction of the Coordinating Council
for Higher Education, seeks to
determine how much outside income faculty members are receiving.
QUESTIONING
This legislative action ha.s been
criticized by faculty members in
higher education throughout the
state.
"The Coordinating Council for
Higher Education should be questioning how much time a teacher
spends on his job and activities.

U.S. Defense
Unaffected
By Blackout
WASHINGTON (UPI) The Pentagon said Tuesday night that
America’s defense communications
lines remained intact during the
huge northeastern power failure.
The reason. it said, was because
"all defense communications have
auxiliary power systems." These
were switched on as soon as regular power went off.
It also was understood that
there was no interruption in the
"hot line" service between Washington and Moscow, which originates at the U.S. end in the Pentagon.
The line, which would enable
the President and the Soviet Premier to make immediate contact in
an emergency, is a dual system
using both cables and radio channels. It reportedly has been interrupted briefly on other occasions.
In addition to quickly checking
its own communications systems,
the Defense Department was ready
to offer support on other fronts.

not how much outside income he
has."
This is the opinion expressed by
Dr. William R. Rogers, SJS professor of education and member of
the executive committee of the
California State Colleges’ Academic Senate.
"While recognizing that the
Council has a legitimate right to
investigate the amount of time a
teacher devotes to his duties, the
members of the executive committee of the Academic Senate would
like to see a more meaningful
study proposed."
The Executive Committee and

Legislative Analyst’s Office on
which the study is to be based is
inaccurate, biased and confused;
"(3) and, as a result of these
deficiencies, the questionnaire devised to implement the study cannot be appropriately designed, and
its results will be of dubious
value."
Dr. Livingston asks that all
faculty members who receive a
copy of the questionnaire read it
but not return it until the Academic Senate has examined and
made recommendations of the
issues raised by the proposed
study.

Massive Electrical Failure
Strikes Populous Northeast
Compiled From UPI
JOHNSON CITY, Tex. (UPI)
Pres. Johnson last night ordered a
sweeping federal investigation of
the massive power failure which
blacked out New York City and
most of the nation’s northeast.
Nearly 30 million residents were
affected by the failure.
The President ordered the Federal Power Commission to head
up the investigation, supported by
the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Defense Department and
other government agencies.
Johnson directed the probe in
a memorandum to Federal Power
Commission (FPC) Chairman
Joseph C. Swidler.
POWER AT 3 A.M.
An FPC spokesman in Washington at 10 p.m. EST quoted the
Consolidated Edison Co. as saying
it would be 3 a.m. before power
could be restored to New York
City and it was doubtful whether
there would be enough electricity
to meet the peak post dawn demands.
The blackout which began at
5:30 p.m., EST, cut off power, either completely or partially, in an
80,000 square mile area stretching from Pennsylvania deep into
Canada and populated by an estimated 26 to 30 million persons.
States affected included New

Milias To Examine
New Education Bills
Assemblyman George Milias, RGilroy, will speak at 1:30 this
afternoon on Seventh Street as the
second guest in the fall lecture
series sponsored by the Collegians
for Educational Responsibility.
Milias’ speech will deal generally
with problem.s relating to higher
education in California today, and
tnore specifically with recent. educational bills introduced into the
state legislature.
The 3R-year-old Milias is a native of Santa Clara County and
a graduate of SJS with an A.B.
degree in history and political science. He received his M.A. degree
from Stanford University.
Milias was elected to the California Assembly in the 22nd district in 1962, and is now a member
of the Education, Elections and
Reapportionment, Fish and Grime,
and the Natural Resources, Planning and Public Works Committee:I.

the Faculty Affairs Committee of
the Academic Senate, meeting
jointly, report they believe this
investigation raises questions which
merit serious examination.
BACKGROUND EXAMINED
According to Dr. John C. Livingston, chairman of the Senate, "We
believe, after examining the background of the proposal, that (1)
the procedures used in making the
decision to study the supplementary incomes of faculty allowed
inadequate opportunities for the
Chancellor’s Office and the faculty
to be consulted:
"(2) the report prepared by the

York, Massachuset ts, Pennsylvania,
Vermont, Maine, New Jerse y,
Rhode Island and Connecticut.
Emergency orders piled up as
the dark night wore on. National
Guard units were ordered out by
the governors of New York, Massachusetts and Rhode Island. All
available police, firemen and civil
defense workers were called upon
in many areas.
In some cities, the police and
troopers had to battle rioters and
looters in the darkness.
In the middle of the blackout,
prisoners rioted at Walpole State
Prison 30 miles southwest of Boston and took over at least one
celiblock. A spokesman for Gov.
John Volpe said 200 prisoners were
in the block and "tearing the
place apart." State police were
rushed to the prison.
Helmeted state troopers finally
quelled the rebels with tear gas.
Looting was reported in New

York, and in Boston, Cambridge
and Springfield, Mass.
Hours after the blackout, there
was no full explanation of the
cause. New York’s Consolidated
Edison Co. said the best it could
offer was that a disturbance in
upstate New York had "resulted
in a drainage of power caused by
low voltage, first on the New
York electric system and then into
complete blackout."
LIGHTS FLICKER ON
Lights began to flicker on again
across the northeast about two
hours after the blackout.
Federal authorities in Washington reriorted at 7:30 p.m. EST
that power had been restored in
Masachusetts, where Boston had
been completely without power,
most of Connecticut, and in Toronto. At the same time, sporadic
power began to trickle back to
New 1-,,tk.

nete4 Spiep
The Back Porch Majority, a seven-member folk group, will perform tonight at 8:15 in the Men’s Gymnasium, Fourth and San Carlos
Streets.
Tickets are available at the Student Affairs Business Office,
in front of Spartan Bookstore and at the door. They are $1.50 for
students and faculty and $2.50 for the public.
The program is the first in the "Washington Square" series sponsored by the ASB Spartan Programs Committee.

"Para.sychology: An Insider’s View of ESP" by J. G. Pratt will be
reviewed by Dr. Frederick C. Dommeyer today at the Book Talk held
in Cafeteria A and B at 12:30 p.m.
A press conference with the atiThe hook presents the results of studies on the eontrol of dice
sproblyman will he held immediateby psychokinesis, on experiments in clairvoyance and telepathy and
ly following his speech today in
the influence of ESP on homing pigeons.
the Journalism Building conference room.
"The Pied Piper," produced by the Drama Department, opens
Dr. Max Rafferty, state supertomormw in Studio Theatre in the Speech and Drama Building. The
intendent of public instruction, was
play will be presented twice, at 10:30 a.m. and 2 p.m. tomorrow and
the first speaker in the CER series
Saturday and at 4 p.m. Friday.
on Oct. 12. President Robert D.
Tiekets have been sold nut. Courtaney Brooks, pmfessor of drama.
Clark is scheduled to speak on
is supervising graduate students Bonda Gay Lewis and William Keeler,
Thursday Nos’ IR
who are directing the play.

Veterans’ Day
MO
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KIS’ fourth annual Little 500 Rike Race, sponsored by the InterDorm Council, will be held Friday from 3-5 p.m. at Spartan Stadium.
The rare consists of MO laps on a quarter-mile track a distance
of 25 miles. Mach team is made up of four members. Eleven team’
have signed up for this year’s rave.
A Powderpuff Race for women will also be held at the Stadium at
2:30 p.m.

in observance of Veterans’ Day. Tonight’s classes
will he held as scheduled.
The library will be closed all
day, but the cafeteria will reSeniors should register in the Student Affairs Business Offiee by
inain open from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Lunch and dinner will be served Friday, Nev. 26 if they want their pictures published in Sparta Life,
new college feature magazine. Registration rosts $4 75, a fee which
in the snack bar.
There will not he a Thursday not only pays for the publication of each picture in color, but also
issue of Spartan
!gives a subscription to the three issues of Sparta Life to be published
this year.
morrow

Pork Barrel
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Tricky Patrol
For Halloween
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SCOTT MOORE

Editor

By CARY KOEGLE
One of the rewards of this profession
is that you often get a chance to do those
things on lune always wanted to do since
you were a little kid.
Like riding in a poliee ear.
True, 111;111% college -talents know what
it is like a ride in a -quad ear hitt what

Athertising Mgr., BOB SCHERNER

Editorial Comment

mean
It dhout 11,11141(mM on.
to -pert,’" Halloween
What ,afer
,tti Jose police
unmarked
than itt
ear? So I did.
The evening was quiet. No more than
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"I thought this parade was in honor of Mayor Lindsay!"

Editor:

What is your overall opinion of tke Spartan Daily? What do you especially
like or dislike?
Ellen Markens. junior,
’Iorgian 11111

Dot Yee, jianior,
engineering, San Jose

I like the editorial page
especially; it is the first
thing I look at. I think the
paper as a whole would lie
more interesting with
more controversial Mat e ria I.

I think the paper is
pretty good. I especially
like the sports section and
news of campus activities.
I feel it should emphasize
stories on school activities
more.

-.0 .11...r, sophni.i-iiiry, Sun Jose

Jack Wells, senior, Becounting, San Jose

10 see more
1 W011111
coverage of SJS activities
in general. such as groups
that may not be so big as
foreign, cultural and poIit ival group s. Spartan
Daily also is too conservati% e. un the whole.

I think the Spartan
Daily is a good all-around
paper. I believe the coverage of world and student affairs is well done.
However, I think they
overpla yedt he Roger
Lette incident.
Kathleen Maddern, senior. English. San Jose
I think the Spartan
Daily is very informative
and its overall coverage
of world and campus news
is good. I feel it should he
more like the New Student, though, in that it
gives the students the
space to vvrite on current
controversial topics.

Rinky Ranger, senior,
English, San Leandro
I think it is trying to
create an image of superioritybut is getting
inediocrity inst ea d. It
should be more individualistic and print more of
the average students’
writings.
Bill Bennett, senior, political science, San Jose
I would like to see the
Spartan Daily concern itilt more with current
,I roversial iStilleti which
,,,,Test the stiidents, such
Viet Nam and Civil
....his. ’the editorial page
irriproed. The paper
- a responsibility to the
iiilents to present more
is int roversial issues.

I

Sherryl Guetzlaff, senior. !404‘1111 semice, Los
Angeles
1 %timid like to see more
news concerning cultural
events, lectures and foreign films, etc. I think the
follow-up coverage is good
un these. I would like
also to see more world
news covered. The paper
is good.

OBI
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Critique of ’Basic Issues’
’Viet Controversy, Life
Raise Same Questions’

By BOB FISIIEB

had acaled
a haff-i ttttt r earlier.
Something big? NO. Only wanted to

Thrust and Parry

Itletli.

Question Man

1.

the usual 15 or Iti t%pical SIS Halloween
parties. Beer. tomatoes, a few eggs, beer,
an occasional water balloon at a passing
ear-- on lite whole, a quiet weekend.
Things were so dull, in fact. that our
dri%er took us on a guided tour of the
local liner’s lane lo spice up the evening.
And. as our hick %%mild have it, there
were two heads isilde in every car.
So hack to the college area to check
on a water balloon fight. Nothing big.
But then things began to happen. A
vall catne over the radio to nuet another
patrol unit at the same lover’s lane we

(Jur Cloess Team brought murlo

Tlw Chess Trani’s request for S150
to buy equipment and to pay for travel
to loyal meek has been in and out of
committee. Notlent Council and the
Financial \ II% i-ury Board
\ 11) fur
a number 1.1’ weck..
1;rattied, several legitimate 141111 plaints al
t the parliamentary handling (of the Chess Team"- request are
well taken. However, the main ipie-lion to he a-Lcil i,: Should liir Sii
,npport the (1ic,, Teton?
ettoplial
’the Spartan Dail)

Three truly basic issues in Viet Nam as
%tell as daily life are these:
1. Are there ever any circumstances which
warrant violence and war?
2. Do we have the right to decide for otheis? Example: If I choose war, others may
die; if I choose no-war, their lives may be
prostituted. Can I decide for them in these
grave matters?)
3. Is Communist expansion undesirable and
dangerous? Is it or can it lead to the Waiting situation in Number 1 above?
Three basic facts of human existence are
these:
4. Each of us is forced to answer all three
questions. Indecision is not one of the alternatives- -it is already an answer.
5. The answers we give are absolutely and
dreadfully free. Neither reason, faith, nor
ernotion can serve as infallible guide, since
each must be chosen in turn.
6. For the decisions we make our responsibility is total.
The descriptive name for the situation outline(’ in the six points above is anxiety and
despair.
To have matured into a human being is to
ACCEPT both freedom and anxiety; it is to
be WILLING to make difficult choices. "To
be fully human" and "to be courageous" are
thus synonymous expressions.
Dr. Peter Kitestenbaum
Professor of Philosophy

’Reality Satire Shows
Youthful Perspectives’
Editor:
To the writer of "Reality Warps Genera
lion" (Spartan Daily, Nov. 4, 1965):
Thank you for a discerning and thought provoking piece of satire.
I think some of your points are well taken.
The members of the grimy herd of sign-toting,
folk -singing bitchers-in contribute nothing to
society or themselves. Their whining stinks of
a perverse conformity. Their pmtests-for-the-

sake-of-protest insult and degrade higher edu-

cation.
They, fortunately, are the exception. Rational discussion of world affairs is not offlimits for most college students. Our lack of
experience may make us unqualified to become secretary of state overnight, but it need
not and should not land does not) restrain
us from saying what we think about the
world’s pmblems. In fact, some of our solutions may be well worth consideration in light
of three facts:
1) Our very inexperience isolates us from
the problem and gives us a perspective not
available to those directly involved.
2) Since we are closer than anyone els: to
centuries of man’s recorded wisdom, we should
be best able
to apply
that
.
.
. . wisdom.
3) History shows that great men seldom
wait until they are middle-aged to begin making themselves useful to society. Many writers
and social leaders have made their greatest
contributions during their youth.
More important. we should be formulating
and expressing opinions as early as we can, in
order to free ourselves from the imaginationstifling academic grind. This is one of the
course requirements for Life (3 units, fall and
spring).
Don A. Dugdale A49

’Quality Control Tests
Compare Newspapers’

pallit’S Still

in progress.
We also notieed that one of the autoRomeos was still there, parked in ihe
P0111Y plaice
with fogged car windows. One
of the policemen suggested offering R01111.0
a vitamin pill and a glass of water.
"Attentaii. all units . . ." the radio
interrupted before we could find a pill.
"Robbery and shooting on west side
perpetrators helie%ed heading west on
Stevens Creek BI%d. in a red over white
1957 or 1958 Dodge or Plymouth . . ."
The policemen copied the descripC
down and we roared off towartl the area.
"If lie gets to the freeway . . ." my
driver saitl.
". . . unit B-12C in position
." the
units begin to check in over the radio, and
I could feel lite web of an efficient poliee
force begin to close in son the hunted car.
"... unit .172 at Highway 17 (the freeway) and Stecits Creek . . ." the radio
announces. -.Ay know we’ve got the fugitive now- he can’t get away."
Silence.
"Cancel." the radio cuts the silence.
"The description of red over white ’57 or
’58 Dodge or Plymouth ... it is H-5."
Our driver begins to laugh and slows
the ear.
’What is an 11-5 ... some kind of specia/

code?
"11-7i.- tin ilriir

informs, "is one of
our M%11 01110.111,...1 11/1ii,"

Editor:
I recently compared the quality of the
staunch Spartan Daily with the brave New
Student. Results are listed below:
Test No. 1: When rolled into "do-it-yourself" cigarettes, the Daily filters too much
of the flavor. The Student burns too briskly
and has a tendency to flare up. Neither can
compare to a "roll your own" made out of
old draft cards.
Test No. 2: The New Student makes much
better paper airplanes. One lightweight editorial page, carefully folded, circled for hours
over a hot discussion on Seventh Street. The
Spartan Daily just kind of flops around.
Test No. 3: In this old-fashioned, outdoor
test, both papers failed completely. Neither
will ever replace the old standby, the catalog.
John R. Monser
A7011
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Drive-in and Dining Room Service

DOUBLE DAZZLE

We have everything for
ycur car from batteries,
fuel pumps, and tires, to
upholstery.

by Tussy

Lipstick & Lip Gloss
12 95 up

Limited Special
si is

Stop in and look around

Tired of sand:fiches?
TICO’S has the answer

PARKING AVAILABLE
1.98

(a Regular $2.60 value)
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’Pied Piper’ Opens
Arab To Speak Today In Studio Theatre

Four members lor the Student
Activities Board ISABI will be
selected from interviews conducted
at 2:30 this afternoon in the College Union.
Purpose of the Board is to supervise general polities regulating on
and off-campus organizations.
Interviews are scheduled Friday
at 2:30 p.m. in the College Union
to ch(iose four members for the
ASB Awards Board.
The board gives recognition for
outstanding service to the college
in areas subsidized by ASH funds.
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He came to the United States
Farouk A. Mawiawi, director of
Information Center, West in 195:1 where he attended Roosevelt University and University of
Coast office, and former U.N. deleChicago.
gate from Lebanon will be speakMawlawi was appointed to his
ing today on "The Jordan River present post as Director of the
and the Palestine Question" at the Arah Information Center for the
Arab-American club meeting to be West Coast in October. 1962.
Arab

held
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In 1950. Mawlawi was awarded
the General Certificate of Education from the University of Lon
don. After attending Tripoli College one year, he taught history
and Arabic at the AI Minea Elementary School in Tripoli.

MODERN

ear.

p.m.

Mawlawi taught Islamic Philosophy and Civilization at the University of the Pacific at Stockton
and has lectured at universities.
churches and civic clubs. He has
also appeared on radio and television.

aassing
id.

3:30

Mohammad Adwan. Arab-Amerlcan club president announced that
Mawlawl’s speech should be of interest to political science students,
since he has just returned from
an extensive tour of the Arab
states and attended the second
Arab Summit Conference held in
Alexandria, UAR.

WE HAVE A LOW RENTAL PLAN
ON NEW AND USED TYPEWRITERS.
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RECOMMENDED FON ADULT* 01111.81

A WOODFALL FILM
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’AN CRAWSHAW
Fine Arts Editor
"The Pied Piper," opening tomorrow in Studio Theatre. is being produced by the Drama Department in the fashion of corn media dell’arte. The play will be
presented at 10:30 a.m. and 2 p
tomorrow and Saturday and at 4
p.m. Friday. Tickets have been
sold out.
"The Pied Piper." adapted by
Dr. Courtaney Brooks, professor
of drama, is a children’s play. But
William Keeler, graduate student
of drama and co-director of the
play, explains, "It is not done in
the usual vein for children, It is
geared to all ages."
The play is being produced at
26 schools in the San Jose Unified
School District. It is booked to be
staged every Monday. Wednesday
and Friday from novo until the
end of the semester.
The group of student actors become traveling players. at 12:35
on these days. "Sets are loaded
on a truck and we roar out in fall
costume." said Keeler. "Each minute is planned."
The entire operation takes two
phi it,e11
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Poid Religious Advertisement)

The Last Straw
From the moment of birth, man begins to die. Death is not a
stranger awaiting us at the grave; the funeral is only the last straw.
Death in its common forms is familiar to us all. for death is boredom,
anxiety emptiness, loneliness and despair. Death, the Bible says. is
a result of sin ("The wages of sin is death ... " Romans 6:23), and
sin is a virus-lilie infection which has invaded man cutting him off
from his Creator who alone has immortal life. Like a plant uprooted
prematurely from the soil, man begins to die from birth nd continues to die f
unless he returns to God for reconciliation.
The word, of God fo our forefather, Adam, indicate that Wks of
independence from God always lead to death: "You may freely eat
of every tree in the garden; but of the tree of the knowledge of
good and evil you shall not eat, for in th day that you eat of it
dying you shall die." (Genesis 2:1547)

ACCOUNTS INVITED!

Rent To Own
ra.
dV...411,0eedIV:t0
170 South Second
Phone 296-2610
0011.e.~1110~0.1.0.111.411.0%

Our

3

MINUTES!

A Complete Line of Nationally Adyert,sed Prvaucts

BUSINESS MACHINES
ANO OFFICE EQUIPMENT

Specialty

Every Mon., Tues.,
and Wed.

Engagement Rinp
Wedding Rings
Watches
Birthstone Rings
Costume Jewelry
1.0. Bracelets
Clods
NO

MONEY

oinnerwara
Silverware
Watch and Jewelry
Repairs
Tape Recorders

Cameras
Binoculars
Electric Shavers
Phonographs
111 Ft Sets
Radios
Electrical Appliances
DOWN

A

YEAR

TO

PAY

SPAGHETTI
All you can eat

$1.00

k

k ANGELO’S §
k STEAK HOUSE

FREE
PARKING

PEACE CORPS

HOW TO APPLY IF YOU MISSED THE RECRUITING TEAM, OR IF YOU WERE UNABLE
TO TAKE THE PLACEMENT TEST.

FA. it
JOHN TUDOR
. . . Sweepstakes winner

I. Turn in a completed questionnaire (obtainable at the Post Office) on Thursday or Friday of this week at the.Information Desk,
Administration Building.

2. You’ll be notified within six weeks of your
status.

VACATMN TUNE-UP ’HMI.
Come

in

this weekend
safety

before the rush and

checked

for

have your car

trouble free Thanksgiving

llth

and SANTA CLARA

3. Don’t delay! Consideration for spring and
summer programs begins now.

THREE "K"

510 East Santa Clara
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Dwntown
65 So. First St.
The second in a series of ’emu!.
in on downtown 104 tickets
w.
on Catholic doctrine and chi
Nines
CY 2-4910-0p01 hi 9 Mon., Thurs. &
room techniques will be given
night at 8 at the Newman Center,
Valley Fair Shopping Center
Free
parking
at
Al’s
&
Earl’s
79 S. Fifth St., for students inter38 S. 3rd St.
04 8-3040Open Mon. Dire Fri. ’til 9:30
ested in participating in religious
instruction.
209 So. Tootle St.
Sunnyvale
F’eatured speakers will be Milc.:
ME 9-0591 Opel. ts1 9
Thurs. &
Nike
Droning, SJS graduate student c.
philosophy, and Sister Johanna,
72 E. Santa Clara Street
teacher at Mother Butler High ty........,,,,..coacconecozozecc.S
School.
-Illaillseaaaaaeaaa/amaragammoseaaleat Oat
Dreiling will speak on the "Climax of God Revelation-Scripture
in the Person of Christ." Sister
Johanna will speak on "Classroom
Techniques."

Aldan y VOLKSWAGEN OWNERS

Contemporary Christians on Campus

1111111111111111111011

IT’S O.K. TO OWE KAY!
TM

YOUNG ADULTS

Student Rates

a

vacation driving.

Imes

folorda

TYPEWRITER

Student To Speak
On Catholic Faith

,-ear-old senior
John Tudor,
political science major. has won a
free round-trip ticket to Los Angeles on PSA as first prize in the
Spartan Sweepstakes contest.
Tudor came closest to naming
total yards gained in the Homecoming football game last weekend. He said he plans to use his
prize this Christmas to visit his
family and friends in Newhall, near
los Angeles.
The five runner-up prizes, free
pairs of passes to the United Artists Theater, will be mailed to the
winners.
Entries for Spartan Sweepstakes
may be brought to J206, Journalism Building, by 3:30 p.m. Wednesday.

tuned -up and

Box 11791 Palo Alto, California

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

ACCOUNTS OPENED IN

I larger voice in making recommenclations on catnpus policies.
I
The Academie Council also pass ed a resolution listing recomme,
dations which would lend sow
for scholarly work on campus

As everyone can plainly see, death has now ;Dread from Adam
to all men. " , .. As sin came into the world through on* man and
death through sin, and so death spread to all men bac... all men
sinned." . . . (Romans 5:12) But God’s provision for man’s needs
and God’s love is more than able to completely revers* the desperate plight of individuals who turn to Him. "While w were yet
helpless at the right time, Christ died for the ungodly." (Romans 5:6)
Thus, although "the wages of sin is death." "the free gift of God is
eternal life through Jesus Christ our Lord." (Romans 6:23) Like accepting ny other free gift, this free gift from God is simply received
by reaching out to Jesus Christ, faking what he offers and expressing
a word of thanks.
The renewal and restoration which Jesus Christ brings all those
who come to Him in faith is the most wonderful experience human
being can know. The God of th Bible meets mtt solely because He
is merciful end concerned, not because of our merits or basic worth;
we have none. His love has gone to the limits of giving His own [ifs
in exchange for yours. Because Jesus Christ has already died your
death for you, you are fres to come to Him for life everlasting, which
begins here and now. Why delay ny longer whn your life is 0
stake?

The Spai . o 1) a i 1 y Publicity
Chairtnatt’s Handbook, revised and
alai:lied for this; semester, is nos%
available in the Daily editorial
office 1.12081 between 2 and 4:ill
p.m.. Monday through Friday.
The handbook contains information useful to the publicity chairMen of various campus organizations who wish to place stories in
the Spartan Daily.

COAST TO COAST

RENT A

Academic Council To Add
More Committee Members
Vonday to add 18 more student
nembers to four Council operaional committees.
If the council’s resolution is aplroved by Pres. Robert D. Clark,
l he ASB president and treasurer
did two students-at -large will join
the Athletics Advisory Committee.
Six students -at -large would be
’tided to the Athletics S pecial
Events Coordinating Committee,
ASB treasurer and one student -at large to the Student Loan and
Scholarship Committee: and six
students-at -large to the Academic
Fairness Committee.
This would give the Council a
toal of 41 student representatives
on 10 separate committees.
Students presently are on the
following committees: Library, Research, Student Housing, Advisory
Board on ASB Finances, Student
Publications Advisory, and Spartan
Shops Inc. Board.
Dr. Gerald Wheeler, Cou nc i I
chairman, said students were on
only three Council committees last
year and that the addit ional repre-

SPARTA!! DAILT-4

Publicity Handbook

long. The stage is set up before
the audience watches.
"This play is touring more ex.
tensively than any the department
has done in the past:. noted BONCIal
Gay Lewis. graduate student of
dismia and co-director with Keeler.
Miss Lewis and Keeler. supervised by Dr. Brooks, are directing
and doing the choreography for
the play, as well as acting in it.
"Pied Piper" cast includes characters representative of the stock
characters typical of commedia
dell’arte. Tracy Thornell is playing
the rat; Keeler, the piper; Jim
MeRory, the mayor; Sally Kenn),
the mayor’s wife; Miss Lewis. a
school teacher; kind Tony Simmons, the mayor’s friend and adistir

hour, Th,.
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’Palestine Question’

ASB Interviews
In College Union

294-1562

ciRT

Professor Tells Thoughts
About Veterans’ Day

fl tTY

ings

Where
elbows
are out,
Pendletons
are in

Do you demand specialized care

KOREAN CONFLICT

You should know. Tr,
Jr San Jose Optical C,
most personalized
clo when you deal v.
Jove Optical Co. sr.
ntacr lenses with a spe6a
(=cunt offered to all San J,si
".-ilie,je Students. If you d C,,
ken1no oofirel work done .’.
-

"The "police action’’ of Korea
might come to the minds of still
others. This took place only a
short time ago and probably will
be much easier to recall than
World Wars I and II.
Then there is Viet Nam, a
situation that is paramount to
us all. A war that is nasty, comheated, vicious and deadly by
comparison to any standards of
wars that have gone on before.

SAN JOSE OPTICAL CO.
634 East Santa Clara
Telephone 293-2312
************************
Kelly’s & Louise’s

CLEANING
and
PRESSING

-iiy’re authentic 100" virgin
A001 Pendletons, to be sure
but tailored with a taper. boi
pleat, hanger loop, buttoa-doe.n
collar and bobbed -off sleeve.
In plaids, stripes, checks. Gri
Fall colors. S -M -1. -XL. 110.

Buy Coupon Book 500
Save S.3.00
Santa Clara a+ 12th
297-9954
**41-1144.11411141#4141*****aeta#414

FUR ANKLE CIRCLETS ’IN’
the smallest of the
Now
small fur touches on the fashion
scene: fur ankle circlets for
beachwear. nightwear, formal
and cocktail occasions. Douglas
Furs makes them in leopard,
ermine and mink.

the next-best
thing to a
wing-tipper? ?

A Ride Ail!’ Budaet Rent -a-Car!

First National and Bank
of America Charge Plans

$5

ART MARTINEZ

a full 24 -hour day
5e

Men’s Wear

Phone 295-1502
141 South Fourth
Library
Across Er

Corner of 1st & San Carlos
We validate all Parking Tickets

SYMBOL TO NATIONS
It is a symbol to nations
throughout the world of the
things for which we stand.
Words are inadequate to develop this theme properly, so
why don’t we take a few minutes to think of what this flag
means to us all . . . your flag
and mine.
This is what Veteran’s Day
means to me. Long may our
flag wave.

VIET NAM VETERANS
Some SJS students are already
veterans of this war and possibly others soon may become

ALWAYS VIRGIN WOOL
Use our layaway plan.
A small deposit will hold
any article until Christmas.

veterans. So thls theme might
be developed.
However, in all of these possibilities above, too many intangibles must be faced.
The American flag is a subject which many have forgotten.
Maybe too many think that
this can be called flag waving
and is an indication of patriotism
or something else equally archaic.
Yet isn’t it a symbol of all of
the things that we have gone
through as a nationthe wars,
the suffering, the happiness,
peace, comfort, freedom, dreams
and anticipations of millions of
Americans?

What might Veteran’s Day
mean to a veteran on campus?
It might mean many different
things to different persons.
It might bring to the minds
of some the origin of Veteran’s
Day which stems from the
Armistice of World War I
a war which was supposed to end
all wars.
For others, it might mean tut
occasion for the recounting of
some of the events of World
War II.

LT. COL. VERNON L. HEAD
. . . "about Veterans’ Day"

BEAU TIES I
ENGAGEMENTS
Susan Gilbert, Alpha Omicron
Pi member and junior sociology
major from Ojai, reveals her
bethrothal to Matt Chepin, a
junior analytical biology student
at the University of California
at Santa Barbara. Couple plan
a wedding in December.
Nancy Butcher, Alpha Phi
member and junior sociology
major from San Jose, has announced her engagement to
Pvt. George Cannell Jr., San
Jose resident presently serving
in the U.S. Army Reserve at
Fort Ord. A summer wedding
has been planned.
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Coeds front SJS who have
won guest editorship% with
Mademoiselle are:
Jackie Zimmerman’ (1965)
Marcia McGinnis (1964)
Kathy VanLeetnt en (1964)
3Iary Lou Osborne (1963)
Net a Nelson (195S)
*presently employed by Mademoiselle magazine.
in June working at Mademoiselle, 420 Lexington Avenue.
The 20 guest editors will get
"priority consideration for permanent jobs with Conde Nast Publications," according to Miss Virginia Weissinger, Mademoiselle
College Competition editor.
’MUCH ADO’
In addition to their regular department assignments for the
next August issue, guest editors
will have an opportunity to interview well-known writers, artists and designers.
They will visit advertising
agencies, publishing houses and
the fashion market.
Guest editors also will appear
in Mademoiselle’s college fashion show, be photographed for
the August issue and be treated
to new hairdos and makeup at a
New York beauty salon.
WANT TALENT
The competition, Miss Weissinger has indicated, is designed
for those who have ability in
writing, editing, research, art,
photography, layou t. fashion,
beauty, promotion, merchandising, or advertising, as well as for
those who are able to spot cam-

San Jose Assemblyman To Speak
At UCLA Vietnam Teach In Friday

Awe

SAY Yl,A

Pest Guest Editors

pus news and come up with original ideas.
The College Board Competition consists of three assignments. Guest editors and ten
honorable mention winners will
be chosen from entrants who
have completed all three assignments.
EDITORS TO JUDGE
Judging will be done by the
magazine’s editors on the basis
of clarity, literary and artistic
talent, originality and professional presentation.
Assignment one (due Nov. 15)
is of a presentation of the entrant’s choice on a topic suggested by Mademoiselle. If the
first entry shows aptitude foi
magazine work, the candidate
then becomes a Mademoiselle
College Board member and is eligible to continue in the competition.
Assignment two (due Feb. 15)
is open to College Board members only. They will be asked to
complete a questionnaire sent by
Mademoiselle.
The third assignment calls for
members’ evaluations of t h e
magazine and for assistance in

OP))

* If you ’amid "B" aaaaa g in
your SPRING SEMESTER you will
* receive an EXTRA 20% discount
* or savings of $50-$150 on CAR
* INSURANCE.
*

This scholastic discount is offered only

.0

through

*

*

STAYS FARM INSURANCE

*

in.addifion .to 2.car, compact.car and
driver training discounts.

*

*
*
*
PAUL J. SCOLA
*
RES
246-S900 *
: OFFICE: 3764113
*

*************** ***** ****

%%inch the academic community has been protesting the U.S.
government’s action in Vietnam."
The committee originated at
a meeting called by 50 UCLA
faculty members, who signed a
letter to their colleague,: stating
their concern about the war in
Vietnam and the desire to hold
a teach -in.
Realizing the seriousness of
their resolution, the committee
hopes to present all sides of the
Vietnam question in "as balanced a fashion as possible."
A highlight of the 12-hour
teach-in will be a panel moderated by Keith Berwick, moderator of the educational television
program "Speculations."
Upholding the current administration’s position in Vietnam
will be Southeast Asia specialist Guy Pauker of RAND Corp.
and David Wilkinson, UCLA professor of political science.
Opposing t h e government’,
policy will be Marshall Wind miller. professor of international
relations at San Francisco State
College, and Robert Sheer, editor of Ramparts magazine and
recent guest lecturer at SJS.

doing research for feature articles.
,Additional information about
Ilse contest and suggested 10Pies
for the first assignment may be
obtained from the Daily’s campus life oilitor at .121,s

Custom Cleaners
481 E. San Carlos
between 10th and 11111
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Slush -proof
your-shoes

charge accounte
open thurs. ’til 9

at ...
ECONOMY SHOE
REPAIR
43 E. Santa Clartt
294-9929

30 L SAN ANTONIO
LY2-30911
Downtown San Joao

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I

Cape
"66"

Buckle Skitter "66"

Si 1.00

Red, Black, Blue,
Brown, Green, or Marigold
135 S. 10

San Jose Aissemblynt,in William Stanton will be one of 24
speakers scheduled to appear at
a 12-hour debate on foreign policy at the UCLA Student Union,
Friday, beginning at noon.
The University Committee on
Vietnam at UCLA is sponsoring
the teach-in, "traditional forum
************************

presents

SJS students planning to enter
the 1966 College Board Competition for guest editorships with
Mademoiselle magazine are reminded that the first assignment
is due Monday, Nov. 15.
Winners of the College Board
Competition will be given a free
round-trip to New York, where
they will spend a salaried month

News From Other Campuses
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Editorship Entries Due

131-1001VES
STICYES
Valley Fair CLitter

Downtown

SAN JOSE PAINT

FOR ART SUPPLIES

112 S. 2nd Street at San Fernando

,c9
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FRIDAY NIGHT!
FRAME & PRINT
MOONLIGHT
I/2 PRICE SALE
Sale starts Friday nigh+

6 p.m. to midnight Nov. 12.
Nona sold prior to Friday night
RAN JOSE PAINTA
AND WALLPAPER 013.4
Free Parking
Afaritall

Europe 661
VIA

Mono ... Stereo

. our entire catalog of your favorite ’pop’ artists, at 30% savings! Buy now . .. for
yourself ...for gifts!

44

265

3’7’9

SALE

nik; 9

SALE

335

Harry Beicifonte

Jim Reeves

Henry Mancini

Delia Reese

Perry Como

John Gary

st.’;)

SALE

405

6 REASONS TO
FLY HOME ON PSA

and Movie Scores ... such as "the Great Race"...

5 clean st irts

6 M.mee

hungry, lonesome, dirty or broke. Lowest air fares.
Most flights daily. Best on time record. Now
727 Fan Jets $13.60 to Los Angeles. $19.85 to
San Diego.

ARS’A

VALLEY FAIR, open 5 nites a week ... 248-1042.
266 S. First St., open Mon , Thurs , Fri. nights ... 295-5141

June 16th
June 20th
June 22nd

Return ANY date
From
New York
$563 From San Francisco

PACIFIC SOUTHWEST .4/RUNES
SAM FRANCISCO/Mt-0818 0 OAKLAND/835-2555
LOS ANGELES/776.0125
HtILLYWOOD BURBANK/787.4750, 240-8437
SAN DIEGO/2984611 0 OR YOUR TRAVEL AriENT

$33100
ROUND TRIP

ROUND TRIP

Si 1.43 to Los Angeles
$17.78 to S,in Diego
Super Electra Jets
Why wait? Now you can go home anytime you feel

MAIL ORDERS TAKEN
we will moil records
anywhere in the
United States

JETS

DEPARTS

1!!!!t
1. Mom’s pie

4 Mon,’
and many more, including Broadway Shows
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STUDENTS!
FACULTY!

two

ALUMNI!
FAMILY!

weseri"
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Contact
Joseph

NOW!

I,ia
298-2046

SJS LIBRARIAN

Spartans Face All-Time
Field Goal Kicker Saturday
Montana State invades Spartan
Stadium Saturday night and the
SJS gridders will have to contend
with the greatest field goal kicker
in any football league.
Jan Stenerud, a 20-year old junior from Norway, booted a 59yard field goal last week against
NI.:tU, last years’ CaMtint.di

Znglish
-Leathers

mellia Bowl champs, defeated their
intrastate rivals 24-7.
It is the longest field goal kicked
in the history of football. The record in professional football is 56
yards as was the murk in college
ball.

Stenerud missed his first point after-touchdown attempt this year
and has hit on seven straight since
the failure. The Montana State
coaching staff says that he gets
great distance and has an easy approach and kick.
The Bobcats, which will be seekCOLLEGE RECORD
ing revenge after dropping a 20-14
The collegiate standard was set encounter to the Spartans last
by Fred Power of Denver in 1939. year in Bozeman, have a 3-5 recAgainst Montana he barely ord this year.
missed a 67-yard try after a 5-yard
COSTLY GAME
delay of the game penalty set him
back from 62 yards out.
They vvon their first two games
He has hit 7 of 14 field goal but the second contest, which was
attempts on the season with boots with Wichita State. was costly.
of 27, 28, 36, 37, 39, 41 and 59 MSU lost its top three running
yard,
hacks with injuries ann returned
:hem to full strength only last
v.eek.
I Ben Vaughn (broken jaw)
I gained 60 yards against Montana
Dancing Nightly
while Jim Tuss (leg injury) scored
Featuring:
on an 80-yard punt return.
Coach Jim Sweeny has convert"THE JOLLY
ed end Gary Richards to quarterROGERS"
back and promoted sophomores
Don Hass and Hank Urza to the
A -Go -Go
starting backfield.
Sunday Session

"Redi-Room’.

Starting at 4 p.m.

..the gift set of ALL-PURPOSE
LOTION, SHOWER SOAP on a cord
and DEODORANT STICK.
$5.00 plus 3D5 tax
indaridually
’ALL-PURPOSE LOTION
$2.00, $9.50, 56.50,
SHOWER SOAP MOO
’DEODORANT STICK 51.00
’plus tan

4340 Moorpark at Saratoga

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

Bann Dug
CLOTHIER FOR MEN

feteM

36 SOUTH FIRST STREET
SAN JOSE. CALIFORNIA
OPEN THURSDAY NIGHTS
294.5157

QB TOUGH
Richards hit on 13 of 37 aerials
against North Dakota State (the
No. 1 small -college team in the
nation) and Hass gained 129 yards
in 27 attempts against Montana.
"MSU is primarily a tough running team but Richards keeps the
defense honest with his passing.
They are a very impressive team
very strong," SJS head coach
Harry Anderson said.
-

Intramural Sports
Announcements

LET US RESERVE AIR AND HOTEL NOW!

Sii_43pen
S9uaw Valley

No Service Charge
Personalited
attention to all
r
tient

-%\witLow
GLEN
TRAVEL
AGENCY

Phone 298-0136

1275

1101WrriVreW.:M,WroWe’

INDEPENDENT CHAMPS
Lou Basile passed for two touchdowns and ran for one Monday, to
pace Me and Them to an 18-6 victory over Red Horde in the finals
for the independent football championship.
Basile hit Dennis Burnum for 50
yards and Ray Nolton for 26, and
ran over from the one to account
for all of Me and Them’s scoring.
The Horde scored on a 12-yard
Lincoln. Son Jose
aerial from Dan Ready to Mike
Riley.
Me and Them meets fraternity
o’4",1011
titlist ATO Friday for the allcollege championship.

PAYING TOO MUCH FOR
AUTO INSURANCE?
New Low Rates
If 21 or Over

A-1 Company
John C. Vierhus
Please bring this ad

BOWLING ENTRIES
Intramural bowling entries are
due this afternoon at 3:30, according to intramural sports director
Dan Unruh.
1,s Team captains will meet in
MG201 immediately af ter the
.leadline is reached.
I
BIKE RACE FRIDAY
The fourth annual Little ’’500"
I bicycle race will be held Friday
.tt 3 p.m. on the Spartan track.
Sixteen four-man teams are en 377-1704
t ered for the 100-lap race this year.

1645 South Bascom Ave., Campbell
%.4>eWWo’reeeVe’eWe’reW..’,..’..We’re’rWe’,..W.’":"Wegele

’1

eendsrille’
You’re in
the know in
this Ivy winner
by University Seal
Your choice of
rich wool and
wool blend fabrics,
in groovy 3-piece
model with reversible
vest (matching and
contrasting.) A buy
at only $50. If it’s
University Seal, you
know it’s for real!

TURKEY TROT
Entries for the Nov. 2.3 Turkey
Trot cross-country race must be
submitted to MG121 by 3:30 Friday afternoon.
Trophies will be awarded to the
first three finishers in both the
open and novice divisions of the
event, and a turkey, a duck, and
a chicken serve as prizes far Hist,
second and third overall.

STAirrAte DATIN-8
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Soccer Men Clash Inman Says SJS Quintet
With Stanford Crew Progresses at Rapid Pace ,
By BOB REED
Daily Sports W’riter
The injury -ridden &IS taperer %moat $sill try to snap as tufa-game
NCISC losing streak tonight when tlie take on the alway4-tough
Stanford Indians at 8 o’clock in Spartan Stadium.
Starters LOU Diaz, Jerry Koopman. Ernest klarasaa, Deems
Esralllan, Hercules Millen% and Frank Mangiola all sustained or
aggraated injuries In the lust two league mall:hes, !rid 1% ith the
exception of hoopnian. %%ill see aetion tonight.
The speed
ultagliaek WU% declared out for

the season

Pra,.
,a1 all honts keynotes
the fir,1 1%%e, wetks of SJS basketball practices, with coach Stu Inman feeling his players arrived in
good physical shuts. and are advancing as expected.
Inman has a solid roturninv five
in fonvards S. ’I’ --:

well (6-4), center Frank’
P..
’I’m vitaits (6-61 and guards John!
Keating 16-01 and Jack Gleason:
16-21.
However, he has been especially
Pleased with the performances of
reserve forwards Bill Clegg t6-5)
Don McConnell 16-3 1.

earlier

ATTENTION

this tt eel: by crotch Julia SIenentlez.
Nlestendez anticipate, another tight contest with the Indians.
"stanford hates to get beat hy Sall .10he State In any sport,"
he said.
The Spat:tains won the flixt meeting of the two teams on Oct.
20 In Palo Alto by at 6-5 margin. Thfl had to earn their victory
the hard way, however, e
but hack Wit h tWO goals apiece by
Lou Fraser and Mani Gonzales In the hist quarter, atilt Illle
Koopman in overtime.
starting for SJS tonight will he Frank Mang-Iola lit goalie.
Bert Manriguez and Ileros Esrallian at follbau:k., Ilap sermol,
Hercules Mittens and Steve Lateei in the halfback slots, Ernest
M1:111,11 all(’ Joe Serino! at the wings, Lou Fraser at venter forward, anti Lou Dia/ anti Slani (ion/ales al inside riktht and left,
respectively.

No Day Off for Poloists
As 49ers Visit SJS
Tomorrow is not a holiday for fore has been concentrating on
the Spartan water poloists as they shooting drills in workouts this
continue their policy of meeting vceek
the best in the nation with a home
night contest against Long Beach
State.
The visiting 49crs are the defending national champiorLs and
were ranked second in the nation
in 1965 pre-season ratings. They
invade Spartan pool tomorrow
night at 8.

Cupertino High School Alumni. You are invited fo
the Annual Cupertino High School Homecoming
November 1 0, 1965.
6 p.m. & 8 p.m. at Diesner Field at
Fremont High Schoc..,1.
m;dnight at Cupertino
Dance 10 p.m. to 12
High School.

GdITIC

Mechanics trained in Europe
for perfection in San Jose

GARAGE EUROPA
Spec;alists in

the Ropair of

Volkswagen

MASTER MECHANICS

Trained in Germany
Werner Zollenkopf

Mercedes

Porsche

850 Lincoln Ave
San Jose 25, Calif.
292-5675

BOOKS A GO-GO

TOP TEAMS
With this contest, the Spartans
will have played the top six rated
teams in the nation this year
and they have failed to gain a win
over any of these squads, although
coming close on several instances.
The 49ers are paced by Olympic
swimmer Gary Ilman and Sheldon
Ellsworth, their top scorer.
John Williams, who has played
with Ellsvvorth for the last sLx
years, will guard his long-time
friend, while huge Chuck Cadigan
draws the assignment of containing Ilman.
The remainder of the Spartan
starting line-up will include Don
Moore, Bill Parker, Greg Swan.
Steve Hoberg and goalie Bruce
Hobbs.

SALE

ENDS FRIDAY
2nd Floor

partatt
gook:Ito/4e
"right on campus"

MOORE LEADS
Moore is the team’s leading
scorer with 23 goals on the season,
while Hoberg follows with 19.
However, Parker and reserve Jim
Moblad have been doing the bulk
of the Spartan scoring in recent
contests.
Coach Lee Walton has not been
plea.sed with his squad’s offensive
effort in recent games, and there-

,IIIRTS LAUNDERED
One Day Service
Also
Cleaning on SpeeLtil
One Oa% fl
PORTAL CLEANERS
263 E. William Street
San Jose, California

Why do Scandinavian men
get to carry on the way they do?
.4

OUTDOOR WOOL SHIRTS
FOR LOVERS OF THE GREAT INDOORS, TOO!
WASHABLE AND SPECIALLY PRICED AT ONLY

8.95
UNIVERSITY

SEMI.
Students Division
Brookfield Industries
1290 Avenue of the Americas
New York 19, New York

Inthe far north countries famous for their warm
women, Shulton discovered unique Teak.
Straight -forward, distinctive, as invigorating as
the Scandinavian climate itself, Teak by Shulton

BROOKFIELD CLOTHES AVAILABLE AT:

is now available in America. Cologne 9.50,
After-Shcrve 3 50, Soap 3.00.

Use our layaway plan.
A small deposit will hold any article until Christmas.
First National and Bank of America Charge Plans

ART MARTINEZ Men’s Wear
1st and San Carlos

We validate all prking

tickets

TENTH ST. PHARMACY1:11

10th

Sa nia Cla ra

Warm enough for a rugged trek through the woods ... yet light enough for
fireside comfort! Our washable wool shirts made to our very own specifications ... with single needle tailoring, expensive custom details. New color-rich
matched plaids in long sleeve spread collar. or short sleeve button-down collar.

GIR,ODINS
the store that knows MEN S GIFTS best

THROUGH FRI. UNTIL 9:30 P.M.
VALLEY FAIR SHOP MON.
WED., THURS., FRI. UNTIL 9:30 P.M.
SAN ANTONIU CENTER SHOP MON.,

irie,’Foreign Job Talk
Scheduled Today

8.-erpARTANTIATET
In

GAS
9
2

TODAY
II (insole Italian, 7 p.m., PERIM, tirst meeting, election of officers.
AIESEC, Committee IS. A.
7 p.m., Barracks 3’u, regular meeting.
Tau Delta Phi, 7:30 p.m., Home
EC5, regular meeting.
Phi Alpha Theta, 5:45 p.m.,
Memorial Chapel, followed by reception at Home EC1, initiation and
guest speaker.
Arals-Amerlean Club, Cafeteria
A and B, guest speaker, Farouk
NTawlawi to speak on Jordan
conflict.
Catholic Student Organization,
)1 p.m., 79 So. 5th Street, guest
peakers.

A International Student Tritel
’enter

I ISTC I

representative will

4. on campus today in ED100
’10 p.m. to talk with students
interested in jobs overseas.
The talk %kill include informa-

Regular

Special Discount

26 9
Guaranteed
Major Oil Co. Gas

Cigs
15c
5c
Kleenex
3 Hershey Bars 5c
2 Toilet Tissue
10c
Paper Towels
10c
Ajax Cleanser
5c
w/Minimum Purchase

Puritan Oil Co.

’Magic Flute’
Sells Out
Mozart’s

"The

Magic

Flute"

%II inters lees are held In the
Placement l’enter..1.10113.1. Appointment sigimph begin on Tues.
pams Inters IMWN the
da3a. tor c
follossing meek. Januar3 gratis
niay obtain fterliiir schedule Inform/sr
at the Placement
C’enter.

opened

to

a sellout

crowd

night in Concert Hall. The Opera

18

10th & Taylor

SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.

13fh & Julian
LINAINIWOMPT.4

Dr. Coffey Elected

Sp 1-14101 Daily Classified
8-

VAUGHN’S PRE -HOLIDAY SUIT SA

r vented" -Newsweek

The man for whom

FRI. EVE. NOV. 19
at 8.30 at San Jose Civic Auditorium
-ITEM

IIIEBABLE"
Tickets: $4.50, $4.00, $3.50, $3.00, $2.50

On Sale of WENDELL WATKINS BOX OFFICE
rldret ratan,

74/eddingi is/ Snirrey
By Appt., - 2524419
eri,iei 10 AC

I
1..ikf

Orielol
.Irte {1...Wang %sranortot.ot.
llll
lima! natntement.
Ph...NH.0st

Hi id -maid

MIMI!

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
6 NIGHTS A WEEK
FEATURING:
RI caROo8r -The Shadygrove

no-iron slacks!

AUTOMOTIVE 12/
Vw ’62.
’64 MG MIDGET.

Singers
Wed., Fri. and Sun.

X

--is
-41

-The Cal IV Thurs. and Sat.
-Jim Lewis and Trio Mon.
Open Daily at 4 p.m.
Entertainment
starts at 9 p.m.

PLEASANT PHONE ViORK. -Phone
d Sat. So
798-1262 for up

6i CHEV II NOVA SS
,

DINNER
MOTORCYCLE

j

’61 CHEV. IMPALA.
’NIII

’65. Ped. U.rd

63 CHFV. IMPALA SPIT COUPE

FOR SALE 131
RING.

WANTED: Upp. div. male to share 2
’. $30. 298-6317.
’
LRG 3 RM. APT. $76.50. Unfurn. Stove.
cr, dreer. 625 S. I Ith. 297.0484

4011 oie

,

CONCORD TAPE RECORDER’,

2 18 WILLOW ST.
CY 4-4009

Send to Inartan Daily
CI ASSIIIIDS,
121)6, San lose State
College. San lose 14,
Calif

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Two lines
One time
2 lines

One time Three times Five times
50c a line 25c a line 20c a line
$1.00
$1.50
S2.00

3 lines

1.50

2.25

3.00

4 lines

2.00

3.00

4.00

5 lines
Add this
amount tnr
each adth
tinnal Imp

2.50

3.75

5.00

.50

.75

1.00

Print you arl here:
(Count 33 Letters and Spaces tor Each Line)

’ ’ Announcements (I)
Automotive (2)
I or Sale (3)
Hrlp Wanted (4)
}musing (5)
nst and Found (6)
Personals (7)
’ j Services (8)
D Transportation (9)
Name

TYPING SERVICE
East San Jose.
258-4335.
AUTO INSURANCE FOR STUDENTS.
Chat Bailey. 286-5386. 449 W. San
Carlos.
TYPING. Term papers, thesis, etc. Pica
raactri,. 243.6313.
SPECIAL FOR STUDENTS: Boys or girls.
Cnsaro. fitting. designing Ai tailoring.
272 7/351.
THESIS. TAP-E- TICANSCRIBING. Vcros
,
Mamie Nolan 202 W. Santa
r ,
786 2620.
SEWING & ALTERATIONS. Wading
69 S. lOth. Phone 298IN mY HOME. Emenenced,
. 294-1313.
TUTOR MATH. $7 00 PER HOUR. 2947438.
rYPING. Tr TYPING

TRANSPORTATION 19)

f,/nifEi.bioCarti
"0P7

Phone _

Starting Date
IHHHANNuouiesumumumiuwooelomi-

(No ol days) Enclose

‘fiend in handy order blank. Enelese
cask or check. Make cheek out le
Spartan Deily Classifieds.
Phone 294-6414, bt. 2461

F5Ilg1941RE

41NBELIEVABLE SAYINGS
A OArt-Iti AiLJL-L-LIFETIME (HANCE
TO ST9(11 UP AND SAYE $$$S$

11,.

:1312
SKIS - SKI PANTS
fORME111.1 USED
f OR RENTAL NON STRETCH
COPAE AND
GET EMI
1 AIME SILFCTION -

"AMOUS MAKES
MULTI LAMINATED
AUTOMATION
/ELOCITS
’ALCOA SOUAW
AUSTANG & MANY
/TIMIS - BRAND
YEW 11 PLASTIC
BOTTOM

1

LEVilS
WREST

Never Needs Ironing !
When you see the LEVI’S STA-PREST
name, you know you’re getting the
only no.iron slacks proved in the mar. ,

dry ’em -wear ’em -without a caret

10:30-3:30
Run Ad

MOUNTAIN VIEW

OPEN ’TIL 9 EVERY NITE
SAT. 9 TO 6
OPEN St NO111 10 ’1’0 5

To place an ad:
Call at

Daily

6\

1199 El (AMINO

-9

ketplacel Get a couple of pairs, in your

Office -J206

D I S

,I7,111-4010riftr
I I l
ail I
o-rsIter
.113--

0

NEED RIDE TO EUREKA WED. II/24.
P.
i 1 28 Gnnrinlin 298 7382.

Classified Adv
Address

wid Now FoR cmusTmA S
WE BUY -TRADE -RENT

EXTRA LRG. I BEDRM. DUPLEX. 1/4 bli.
^
4 bedrm. house $17S.
j

SERVICES 1111

To buy, sell, rent or
announce anything.
just fill out and Op
this handy order
blank.

ra

Roger-Wilier,

LOVELY RM FOR WOMAN STUDENT
IN 3 BDRM. HOUSE. Wall In wall Ir
? -ther girls. All try,’
pe ’ ee
kitchen Wong. Best location in Sunny
vale. Near freeway. $45 mo. 739.7900
m
aft r
kENNEDY HALL CONTRACT. ApDisct. Must sell! 298-2775.
MALE SENIOR STUDENT. Wonderful p,evag
. money w/the GET AWAY! 3 rm. house in redwoods.
co book, free Stream. lo. deck. 25 min. SJS. Partly
,r,
want one! Per- fern. $100, mo. Save 1.10/mo. on lease to
A . AA. ,s
prNft,t1ni/ twat
17985 Apache. Los Gatos. EL 4
J
lots of
ond
1,’
crerrde. 298.
M32A"L’E StUDENTS. SAL $37.50 rno. Shn,
priv. 167 E. St. John.
$28. Kit. &
295.5E169.
HOUSING 151
LOST AND FOUND 161
MARIA CANE CONTRACT. Must ca’l
LOST: ARGUS CAMERA. Mh St. on
10 29. ReNard. 286.5638.
i OR 2 GIRLS TO SHARE NICE
37o5
HOUSE.
PERSONALS Ill
IN NICE
ATTRACTIVE RM
LRG
4,4
HAPPY BIRTHDAY PERDUE. Mo Par-4.
1.10m

AUSTIN HEALEY. 1961.

ENGAGEMENT

HASHER.

m1E/DU AGE WOMAN FOR HOUSEMOTHER IN EXCHANGE FOR ROOM
BD.
2? -Ell
MATURE WOMAN STUDENT TO LIVE
9-1,ot
’N.
,.rart Nov. 5.
eve. a wk. one
f each wiond. Mrs. Hobbs.

53 XK 150

’61 VOLKSwAGEN

-r
94tzeic,’
DINNERS

",./.2:1,1’,TPAT,T(017114:011 :1 4INIP I 01 4:4:Tel Dligge

MOTOR SCOOTER.

VW

ERROLL GARNER

original

Net,

JAGUAR

The Industrial Arts Club has
begun its annual Christmas Project. In past years the club has
distributed toys to needy children.
Last year, 100 sets of take-apart
trains and 50 rag dolls, made by
the coed members, were donated to
underprivileged children at Christmas.
The club hopes to break last
year’s contribution record by making several different kinds of toys
this year, according to William
George, club representative.
Anyone interested in assisting
with this project may inquire at
tit

The

WANTED. C
male
le

ITALIAN

FRIDAY
The Boeing C
pany: chemical
engineering, electrical engineering,
industrial engineering, mechanical
science,
materials
engineering,
math and physics majors for positions in research, design, development, manufacturing, test and
customer service of commercial
and military aircraft. missiles, helicopters and spacecraft. Must be
a U.S. citizen. Male or female.
Area of work is Seattle, Washington: Wichita, Kansas; Morton,
Pennsylvania; New Orleans, Louisiana and

Jypewrileri

6th & Keyes

’64

Set for Christmas

r--

4th & William

ANNOUNCEN104:

work is Texas, New Mexico and
others.

last TODAY
1..S. Naval Weaponts
electrical engineering, mechanical
tjpes of jobs available. and
Workshop production was conductengineering and general majors for
I ’neat ions.
ed by Carson Wong, graduate stu- positions in general engineering,
Further information maj be obdent of music.
electrical and mechanical engineerillicit ill the Placement Center
Sung in English, "The Magic ing. Must be EL U.S. citizen. Male
!
\ I \ 12’. 1
ConFlute’’ was fully staged and di- or female. Area of work is
cord.
rected by Dr. Edwin C. Dunning,
puny:
Sears, Roebuck and C’
associate professor of music. The
business administration or liberal
performance was sponsored jointly arts majors for positions as an ad- I
FACULTY
by the Departments of Music and ministrative trainee. U.S. citizenSTUDENTS
FRIDAY
ship not required. Male or female.
Drama.
ALUMNI
1
Institute of Religion, 12:30 pan..
of or
jus
Dr. Dunning will conduct to- Arca of work is California.
loth and San Fernando, gues t
The Trane (tompany: mechanical
pcaker Dr. Fred E. Holmstrom, night’s final performance at 8:15
engineering majors. all other engiMovie & Still
iirman of the physics depart - in Concert Flail. Tickets have been
neers interested in air condition
Supplies
Cameras
will speak on "Science and sold out.
Projectors
Equipment
and heat transfer fields for post :Higion Seminar."
was
students
The cast of 25
developing - printing
lions as a field sales engineer.
Glee
by
the
Men’s
augmented
rentals - repairs
Must be EL U.S. citizen. Area ol
Cl’ESDAY
direction
of
Brent
Club, under the
work is open.
Christian St-LYNOM Organization,
of
professor
assistant
. p.m.. Memorial Chapel, "Man Un- Heisinger.
Lybrand, RON% Bros. :mil Shallmusic.
gomery: major in accounting or
nititerl" lecture by 1Nilliam Henty
Sets were designed by J. Wen- MBA with accounting emphasis
A IT on, Christian Science LectLu’er.
Chem. Club, 2:30 p.m., ED414, dell Johnson. professor of drama. for position its a staff accountant.
silection of inter-collegiate team Lighting was directed by Kenneth Male or temale. Area of work is
and rating of team members. Dorsi, associate pmfessor of dra- San Francisco, Oakland or other
Accepting petitions to fill the post ma. Nancy Johnson, graduate stu- parts of U.S.
411401011Matati
dent of costume design was reof treasurer,
Univac, Division of Sperry Rand
,rsinsible for wardrobe.
Corporation: math, electrical engiPrincipal roles were sung by
neering and physics majors for
Carlo Micheletti as Tamino: RichCORONA
UNDERWOOD - ROYAL - REMINGTON
positions in systems design engiPapageno, the
ard Oglesbee
neering. applications analysi s,
bird catcher: Pegi DiBari as Pa - math,
programmers. Must be a
mina; Karen Krogh as Queen of
U.S. citizen. Male or female. Area
Night; Christopher Hungerland as
of work is San Diego. St. Paul.
TYPEWRITERS RENTED
Sarastro, the high priest; John
u INT PENTAL
Phil:1,4,101H
1-) (’
and
Monostatos
Worthington
as
f
1.o. 1140.14,
il
as
Papagena.
Chun
Soon
Hwang
11. .ipplies to purchase prr,
Ice Commission: engineering maot any mar_tune if you dec;de to buy.
PAYMFNT PLAN - jors for isisiiions in administrative
l9r,f)
aid and civil engineering assistant,
Alust be a U.S. citizen. Area
Dr. Charles C. Coffey, chairman
Free Parking
24 So. 2nd St.
293 6383
work is Los Angeles Counc.
of the Administration and SuperArthur I’
and Compati:
vision Departtnent, In the Division
of Education, was elected presi- accounting majors. or lkIS with
dent of the California State Col- either the undergraduate or grad- ’
lege Professors of Educational Ad- uate degree in accounting for posiministration at its recent meeting tions in staff accountant with opALTO-SAXOPHONE BY MARTIN. $:25 MALE. DOUBLE ROOM. Kit. priv. 267 in Fresno.
portunities in audit, tax. and man?
277 969’ Or 294-3326.
agement services. U.S. citizenship
’NSErl -_,VAKER SYSTEM. .
UNAPPD. MALE HSING. Lrg. rms. for
not required. Area of work is U.S.
2 C’ r TV. Study roorn. Rent $35-40
r rt rot . Too. Close to SJS. Large patio. Call 293.
. 13a
ran American Petrole
Cor9977 596 S. 10fh St.
poration: geophysics, physics, elec - ,
ALL NEW STEREO COMPONENTS
RM. & BD. $76 mo. Evc. ’food. 117 No.
trical engineering. math and geol4275.
ogy majors for positions in explorUNAPPD. APT. I & 2 bdrm. $85 end
ation department geophysical posi5 6th. 297.1809.
tions, explora inn depart ment gradRV:ORD PI AYER
SINGLE ROOMS. W/k1t.
TV. priv.
ogical positions. Must he a U.S. ’
’
’20 S. 3rd. $30 & up.
citizen. Male or female. Area 01
GIRL STUDENTS. If you need a room.
6/81 after 5 p.m.
111=212=1:11.1
DOWNSTAIRS OF HOUSE. Appro.. -2
$2.50 PER HOUR PLUS COMM. 1- ,11
’P’ $120 per mo. 294.9686. 511
superb co:
ail oil summer jobs, year-round

Ethyl

Job Interviews 4- ’LA. Club Project

Spartaguide Workshop’s

favorite styles and colors’ Wash’em-

99

VAtUES
UP TO
29.50

EPDXY SKII

N
EST WIEST
NON. WILL OUT
SKIS EVERY
NATI MADE
FAMOUS MY
YAMAHA

SKI (CASTILE(
PERFORM METAL
t
#

NLE GRO-LIPN USED

9

949

91.50

9ORMFR RENTALS & TRAM
INS. MLLE FOR BEGINNERS

OTHER GROUPS OF FAMOUS BRANDS
119e promited not to publish the
names). SAVINGS OF AT LEAST
Lirnittel Sites.
SO..
MOR
VALUES TO 43 00

The Workingman’s
Store
218 W. Santa Clara
San Jose, Calif.
MON It THURS.
OPEN UNTI1 9 p

99

BUCKLE
BOOTS’
RACING BOOTS

UP

,. ,

/ We

STRETCH CANTS AND
NON STRETCH
IN
ELUDED IN THIS GROUP ARE WOOLS NYLONS. ITC.
MEN’S & WOMEN’S SPORT LENGTHS - AND A WID
RANGE OF GIRLS’ SIZES. Ouanlities Limited. NUM,

ARANO NEW REGUIAR TO 79

from 599

PNAYrrNAS

,

3999
REG. 11750

OTHER GROUPS OF FAMOUS
MAKE
AND USW BOOTS ..-

1 99 4

DSKS IS
K

the Names

NAND MADE IN CANADA. FAC.
TORY SECONDS. MINOR DEFECTS
WILL NOT AFFECT WEAR OR
to 29.49 APPEARANCE.

999
Ell
PERE, MUM
SKIS WE HAW
99 99 This Group
1A FULL RANGE Of SIZES . BUT p,.,i.,h,
l EMIT ED SUPPLY. COME i ut ,u, ...,yis
(I,

999

smni %silo
Promised Not lo 1

MERCEDES BOOTS

ME Al KIS SKI PARKAS
,
nT INIt RTLIC, II,UuT

KW
9.99
rpm Iran 1.99r., 591
PARKAS

UP

TURTLE NECK IBooTs , .

-

N.")
-’111
Alia
NEW

. 9g9

;71I/
to 39

Re, 4 9S I
TTuII:EHDR:MaTwAS E, :: 91 .A9"9" SS121. i 75.09:

99

Toot or ’Mien.. 1

v

SNOW SHOES-SLEDS-TOBOGGANS:Et:LI
FAMOUS BRANDS
BIG DISCOUNTS

RP

100 LB.
BAR
BELLS

19"

WESTERN OUTFITTER
FOR MEN AND WOMEN

WOMEN S

Brand New!

1MURA

SKIS

EN S -

THIS GROUP FORMERLY
USED FOR RENTALS
MEN S - WOMEN S - CHILDS.

NAUGAHYDE
ANO OTHER UPHOL-

A IN 6-,

’WE TRADE -RENT- BU
SUNSan
MN

1

VERY FABRICS Rog
100 to 17 00 yd.

Goa xgr. I
BARGAINS

SPALDING
MacGREGOR

79
yd

ODD
WOOD

, H. UP TO % 0
FOAM RUBBER
PulyureThene Foam
DitRY DEE
SHAPE
No Charge tor Special Size

s 3" 160LF
..

5" IBMS 2..1

